Nitrogen/gold codoping of the TiO2(101) anatase surface. A theoretical study based on DFT calculations.
The interaction between implanted nitrogen atoms, adsorbed gold atoms, and oxygen vacancies at the anatase TiO(2)(101) surface is investigated by means of periodic density functional theory calculations. Substitutional and interstitial configurations for the N-doping have been considered, as well as several adsorption sites for Au adatoms and different types of vacancies. Our total energy calculations suggest that a synergetic effect takes place between the nitrogen doping on one hand and the adsorption of gold and vacancy formation on the other hand. Thus, while pre-implanted nitrogen increases the adsorption energy for gold and decreases the energy required for the formation of an oxygen vacancy, pre-adsorbed gold or the presence of oxygen vacancies favors the nitrogen doping of anatase. The analysis of the electronic structure and electron densities shows that a charge transfer takes place between implanted-N, adsorbed Au and oxygen vacancies. Moreover, it is predicted that the creation of vacancies on the anatase surface modified with both implanted nitrogen and supported gold atoms produces migration of substitutional N impurities from bulk to surface sites. In any case, the most stable configurations are those where N, Au and vacancies are close to each other.